[3*4]
Wazemmes had spent all his spare time on Saturday reading this disappointing, but flattering, note over and over again, studying its appearance and its style. It was the first love-letter he had ever received; but it was as arid as a business letter. No heading. In front of the signature: " Yours ever " ; and the signature was scarcely a Christian name, but rather a familiar diminutive : ** Rita." The paper and the name were distinguished, and even smacked of luxury, in Wazemmes?s eyes. The style was easy and correct. The sometime Colbert student could detect no mistakes in spelling in it. There were only two or three slipshod punctuations.
But the handwriting surprised him. A bad handwriting, irregular, clumsy, with some parts of it hastily scrawled and others unnecessarily laboured. The laundress in the rue Rochechouart could have formed her characters better. Was this the way ladies of fashion wrote ? Or " bitches " ? Wazemmes remembered doctors who, in spite of their education, scribbled illegible prescriptions, so people said*
Meanwhile he asked himself what address he should give. <€ General delivery," of course. Apart from its convenience, the paste restante was associated with love-affairs. It emphasised mystery. It lent prestige. After going over in his mind the post-offices in his own neighbourhood, he recalled that there was one in the boulevard du Palais, a few yards away from Haverkamp's new offices. So on Sunday morning he had slipped under the lady's door-mat a note, folded in two, in which he had written: " 211 G, paste restante, Boulevard du Palais."
At that time the paste restante permitted the name of the recipient to be replaced by initials or figures. "211 G " had appealed to Wazemmes because it might be the registration number of a motor-car - the car of which he might be the owner.
" Have you anything for 211 G ? "
It took long enough to look for it. Wazemmes was afraid that the clerk was not taking hirn seriously. " He thinVs Pm expecting a letter from a kid. He isn't looking thoroughly/*

